
Share the epic
Today, work is all about empowering people to reach their full potential, 
on their terms. The devices they use must be flexible, offering a truly 
epic experience wherever they work.

The Galaxy S23 Series is packed with all the tools, applications, security  
and support you need to thrive in this evolving working world.

Built specifically for business, the Galaxy S23 Enterprise Edition allows  
you to take work to the next level with an advanced mobile chipset, 
power-packed battery and Super Fast Charging. View your work at its best 
on a breath-taking display, and free your creativity with the embedded S Pen.

Get ready to experience and share the epic.

Go epic with confidence
With Enterprise Edition on the Galaxy S23 and Galaxy S23 Ultra, you have everything 
you need to secure, deploy and manage your mobile devices, even without an IT 
department. Up to five years of security and maintenance releases will help keep 
devices protected from threats. And with Extended Product Lifecycle1, you can  
ensure consistency across your fleet.

Work anywhere knowing your sensitive data is protected by Samsung Knox,  
our defence-grade security platform, built from the chip up. The Secure Folder 
—accessible via ultrasonic fingerprint scanner—can be customised to provide  
a dedicated space for private files. And with a smart anti-tracking system  
embedded, you can enjoy greater privacy online.

1. Devices will remain on sale for a defined period after first global market release. The defined period will differ according to each specific device. Subject to change without notice.  
2. Typical value tested under third-party laboratory condition. Rated minimum capacity is 4,855mAh. 3. 45W Travel Adapter sold separately. 4. 5G network connection and tariff required 
5. DeX Cable sold separately

Flexible working  
never looked so good
The Galaxy S23 Ultra’s 6.8” display  
with Adaptive Vision Booster shows  
off your work bright and clear no matter 
the lighting around you. Samsung DeX5 
allows you to connect your device to 
a compatible monitor or TV for a 
PC-like experience.

When you’re out and about, you’ll go 
with confidence knowing the Galaxy S23 
Ultra is the most durable Galaxy yet. 
With Corning® Gorilla® Glass Victus®2, 
front and back, and an Armour 
Aluminium frame, it’s incredibly 
resistant. And with an impressive 
200 MP main camera with 10x optical 
zoom, it’s never been easier to get 
closer to your work.

Seamless performance  
in your hands
Now you can tackle the most intense 
work on-the-go. The new Qualcomm® 
Snapdragon® 8 Gen 2, a cutting-edge 
4nm processor, delivers never-before-
seen power, helping you make and share 
epic work from anywhere. Dedicated 
cooling allows you to push applications 
to their limits, while you power through 
for longer with the Samsung Galaxy S23 
Ultra’s 5,000mAh battery (typical)2.  
If you do need a boost, 45W Super Fast 
Charging3 ensures you won’t be caught 
out. And with 12GB of RAM and up to 
512GB of storage, you’ll have more than 
enough space to capture, download and 
store files. Share these files and enjoy 
crystal-clear video calls via 5G4 and  
Wi-Fi 6E connectivity.



Audio:
- Stereo Speakers
- Dolby Atmos

Design:
- IP684

- Corning® Gorilla® 
 Glass Victus® 2
- Armour Aluminium 

-  78.1 x 163.4 x 8.9mm
-  233g

Display:
- 6.8” QHD+
-  Dynamic AMOLED 2X (1~120HZ) 
- 1750nits, Adaptive Vision Booster

Memory + Storage:
- 8GB + 256GB 
- 12GB + 512GB/1TB

Battery:
- 5,000mAh (Typical)1

- Wireless PowerShare2

- Fast Wireless Charging3

- 45W Super Fast Charging3

Additional Features:
-  Night Portrait photography  

and Nightography
-  Wireless Power Share
- Premium design
- Fingerprint scanner
- Samsung Pay (NFC)

Special Interface:
- S Pen
-  Samsung DeX  

for PC / TV / Monitor
-  Samsung DeX Wireless  

Connection for TV

Processor:
- Qualcomm Snapdragon®  
 8 Gen 2 (4nm)

Camera:
-  Rear Ultra Wide: 12MP F2.2 

[DualPixel AF] FOV 120°, 
1/2.55”, 1.4µm

-  Rear Wide: 200MP F1.8  
[Super Quad Pixel AF], OIS,  
FOV 85°, 1/1.3”, 0.6µm with 
Adaptive Pixel

-  Rear Tele 1: 10MP OIS  
F2.4 [Dual Pixel AF],  
FOV 36°, 1/3.52”, 1.12µm  

3x Optical Zoom
-  Rear Tele 2: 10MP OIS  

F4.9 [Dual Pixel AF],  
FOV 11°, 1/3.52”, 1.12µm  
10x Optical Zoom

- Rear ToF: Laser AF Sensor
-   Front Wide: 12MP F2.2  

[Dual Pixel AF], FOV 80°,  
1/3.2”, 1.12µm

1. Typical value tested under third-party laboratory condition. Rated minimum capacity is 4,855mAh. 2. Wireless charge compatible (QI standard) devices only. Battery charge above 30% required to  
PowerShare on the move without being plugged into mains charge. 3. 45W Travel Adapter sold separately. 4. Submersion in up to 1.5 m of freshwater for up to 30 minutes (not advised for beach or pool use).
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